
Invention A novel class of phosphorous-based linear and cross-linked 
functional polymers has been synthesized that form hydro-
gels and organogels. The facile synthesis, performed under 
mild conditions, uses the Michael addition reaction of phos-
phine oxide and nucleophiles of variable carbon chain length 
without catalysts and cross linkers. Such highly transparent 
gels can be fi ne-tuned to display a variety of properties, e.g. 
pH responsiveness, fl ame retardancy, biocompatibility.

Recently, water-insoluble and water-swellable gels are attracting an increasing interest in 
a wide range of biomedical applications such as carriers for delivery of various drugs, pep-
tides, and proteins. Their reversible swelling ability enables them to modulate the release 
behavior according to the external stimuli such as pH, temperature, ionic strength, electric 
fi eld, or specifi c analyte concentration gradients.
 
A number of methods have been developed for preparation such gels, e.g. radical initiation 
generated via thermal energy, or the photo-cleavage of initiator molecules, and “Click” 
chemistry, but the applications of above methods are limited because of the toxicity of 
used catalysts or initiator and the complicated chemical synthesis, which poses a signifi cant 
challenge.
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The challenges described above have been solved by using reactive organophosphorus compounds containing un-
saturated vinyl bonds to develop macromolecular derivatives via radical reactions or Michael addition with suitable 
nucleophiles. Further advantages are absence of catalysts and initiators, low temperature synthesis, no need of 
post-purification, in-situ-polymerization, no side-reactions and unreacted monomers.

Range of achievable properties of the gels: inherently flame retardant, biocompatible, hydrogels, organogels, 
pH-sensitive (see Figure), salt-sensitive, transparent, swelling/de-swelling, non-toxic.

Applications: responsive materials for sensors, solid supports for catalysis, cationic polymers for metal chelation, 
adhesion promotion, flame-retardant materials, drug delivery/release, pharmaceutical as carriers for various drugs, 
peptides, and proteins. Gel-metal nanocomposites can be prepared for use in catalysis or wound protection/heal-
ing, durable cellulose. 
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